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FLO Update



Update on Work Done



First... the bad news

 FLO Site needs: 
 Lease to be renewed/amended with the Conservation 

Authority *
 Lawn maintenance (very wet spring!) and lawnmower 

replaced *
 Tree thinning/limbed around clubhouse *
 Trees cut down to view southern and western horizon
 Outhouse pumped *
 Guard fence on mound to be replaced with sturdier fence *
Note: * are items that have or soon to be completed!



Observatory – MANY problems
 16” no longer operable.  Electronics shot, poor polar alignment, 

sonotube disintegrating (Donation to other org. TBD) *

 Major crack in floor (concrete to be poured soon!) *

 Roof rusting (painting with Tremclad) and nail pops *

 C-beam being pulled down by clubhouse sinking *

 Ongoing rodent (mouse)

 Cracks in wall blocks (filled with caulking) *

 Wood needs painting *

 Storing lawnmower in observatory will deteriorate the optics of a 
telescope – need an outbuilding in the shade for tools (working 
on that) *



•Clubhouse/Warm room
 Sinking corner of clubhouse – broke wall of observatory (cracks) 

*?

 Needs painting of all wood/metal surfaces * 

 Wood panels on roof section needs replacing

 Roof needs painting eventually

 Many outdated docs need to be disposed/recycled

 Mouse droppings need to be dealt with

 Carpet cleaned

 Telescopes (10” and 12”) need a home

 Step needs to be replaced

 Sign needs to be rehabilitated



Now... the Good News!

 Most of the major problems have been fixed or 
will be fixed soon!

 The 16” will very soon be replaced by an 18” 
Starmaster

 Plans are in the works for another observatory to 
house a C-14

 The mound will most likely be expanded for the C-
14 and observation platform.



Heroes really do exist!



Very Rare Atmospheric phenomena for our first 
day of work         –  A sign for brighter days 

perhaps?



Endings are just new Beginnings – Our very last 
FLO star party with the 16”, complete with an 

unexpected G3 geomagnetic storm, passes from 
the ISS and a supernova!



Special thanks to:

Dan Pat Stephen

Rick Attilla Konstantine

Alex Dan Dave

Gordon and the fam! Many others as well!

Total of 70 man hours thus far!



•Important things to know:
 Gate lock will stay the same

 Key code will soon be needed to access clubhouse/warm room

 A policy for the key to the observatory will be developed very 
soon

 Training for the 18” Starmaster- TBA
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